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Abstract 

The use of the inverted pendulum experiment in teaching control theory and practice is 
now widely accepted in the area of control education. This paper describes an environment 
built upon an operating inverted pendulum suitable to design and test several linear 
controllers by using the well known MATLAB and its toolboxes. The environment has 
been designed to maximally fit to MATLAB procedures and interfaces. A significant part 
of the environment is a support for identification and model based control, which provides 
a MATLAB compatible mode to acquire data of the relevant variables and to generate 
disturbances with predesiglled characteristics. Some didactic examples - mainly from 
the field of model based conLrol are described. As the examples present, the inverted 
pendulum experiment is suitable to use it in teaching - beyond the conventional onE:S -
the more contemporary topics of the control science. 
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1. Introd uction 

Teaching control theory and practice has got great significance in the recent 
years in several areas of the undergraduate and graduate level technical 
education. For many years the researchers of the System and Control Labo
ratory of the Computer and Automation Research Institute are involved in 
teaching control science within the educational program of the Department 
of Control and Transport Automation of the Technical University of Bu
dapest. As the background which the transportation engineering students 
possess differs from that of e.g. control engineering students, a significant 
point in teaching control science must be the good interpretation of the
oretical results. Computer simulations are not sufficient, really operating 
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devices are preferable for the purpose of understanding the objectives, re
quirements. means and methods of control actions. Therefore the attention 
has been oriented to some real experiments which represent the control ac
tions in descriptive enough manner. The inverted pendulum experiment has 
found to be optimal for the purposes stated: 

@ The effect of the control actions is obvious without control. the rod 
of the inverted pendulum falls down. 
As being a basically mechanical system, it fits to The ivay of thinking 
of students of mechanical or transportation engineering. 
The structure of the inverted pendulum device is quite simple. it can 
easily be modeled - by applying the most fundamentill rules of physics. 
The quality requirements to set up for the controlled system can easily 
be expressed on the basis of common sense considerations. e.g. smail 
deviations of the rod, fast return to the original position at ~. distur-
bance. indifference to disturbances, etc. ~. . 

The System and Control Laborctory in collaboration with the Depart
ment of Control and Transport Automation of the Technical Cniyersity of 
Budapest has built multiple inverted pendulum devices for classroom usage. 
The main design criterion has been the simplicity. therefore moving the 
cart has been solved ivith a DC servo motor driven by a pOi\'er amplifier, 
cart position and rod angle measurements have been implemented by using 
potmeters (see Fig. 1). i.e. the inverted pendulum is totally analog device. 
Direct digital control can be realized by means of a computer complemented 
with analog to digital and digital to analog converters. IB:\l compatible per
sonal computers can be used based upon Intel processors. preferabl)' -l86 or 
Pentium ones. Several types of AD/DA cards can be used including e.g. 
data acquisition products of :\ational Instruments. 

Fig. 1. :'cJ1ernatlc rho.rrro>rn of inverted pendulum 

The control program - it can be considered as a control environment 
- has been developed by the Systems and Control Laboratory. It has been 
ivritten on the basis of Lab\VindowsjCVI for \Vindo\';sT\1 environment, 
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product of the :\ational Instruments (Austin, TX). which has provided ex
cellent user interface and means of graphical representation. 

The control environment will be described in the Section 2. Then a 
brief outline of the modeling issues and the design of a nominal controller 
\vill be given Section 3. Section 4 contains some didactic examples from the 
field of the model ba:::ed control design, providing eviderl-::e for the strength 
of the system realized. 

2. The Control Environment 

The inYerted pendulum control environment developed by the authors has 
been realized as a ::VIicrosoft \Yindows TIT application. The program assumes 
some type of card :::everal installable versions are a\'ailable for 
different platforms. 

The control environment represents not only a control algorithm, but 
consists of several features which supports a higher leyel control design such 
as iterative identification based design schemes. 

The basic features of the environment are enumerated as follows. 
The control em·ironment provides a discrete real-time direct control 

facility v:ith configurable timing characteristics. The control algorithm can 
be downloaded to the environment. The duwnloadable form is a \L\ TLAB 
compatible file (namely ::vrAT) , which contains the state-space form of an~' 
discrete linear controller. i.e. a series of four matrices, ;lnxn. Bnxn' C2xn 
and D2x i. respectively. where n is a user select able order of the controller. 
This form enables the user to design any linear controller he/she wants. 
including optimal and robust controllers. 

In regular undergraduate education the principles and methods of the 
classical control theory are applied. hence the method of pole-placement 
and simplified optimal LQ design has been introduced as laboratory experi
ments. In these schemes the connection between the performance properties 
of the designed closed loop system and the methods or design parameters 
(values of \\-eighting factors, location of poles, etc.) can be indirectly observ
able. At graduate level courses the linear quadratic and Gaussian (LQG) 
controller design. the Kalman filtering based observer design (A:\DERso:\ 
&: :\100RE, 19B!)). The higher level courses can deal with the model based 
control design. which encloses the identification of the structure and of the 
model parameters. as \\-ell as the estimation of the plant uncertainties. In 
this \yay students can comprehend the fundamental principles of the robust 
(postmodern) control theory (:\1ACIEJOWSKY. 1989). Later in this paper 
some examples for mode! based control design from the graduate course wiil 
be illustrated. 

Besides the real-time control the environment contains an inverted 
pendulum simulator which is aimed to serve as a preliminary test of the new 
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algorithms to avoid damages of the hardware. There is a built-in nonlinear 
simulator as well as possibility to download any type of linear simulator of 
MATLAB form. 

The control environment offers a menu-driven mode to configure the 
system for a given inverted pendulum hardware, to test and calibrate the 
configuration, as well a gives possibility to look graphically the time-functi
ons of the significant system variables in history-like manner with config
urable extent. A sample screen of the environment with an operating sim
ulation can be seen in Fig. 2. 

Beyond the basic ones the control environment provides several ad
vanced features. these are outlined as follows. 

The control environment support identification and iterative control 
design schemes. There are two built-in facilities to support them: data 
acquisition on the most significant system variables and appiication of dis
turbances on them. 

Data acquisition is based upon the history mentioned above. The user 
has the possibility to store a selected part of the history (of course after 
a successful operation of the inverted pendulum control) in a MATLAB 
compatible form. These records can be used in any identification procedure 
implemented in :\I1ATLAB. 

Fig. 2. A sample screen of the environment 

The disturbance facility is also based upon MATLAB. The user can de
sign several disturbances (deterministic or stochastic signals, e.g. sine wave, 
Gaussian noise process, tOtc.) to be applied on system variables in additive 
manner. The disturbances can be downloaded to the control environment, 
and assign them to several system variables as well as to switch on or off 
depending upon the test experiment to be performed. The environment 
also has local capabilities to generate simple disturbances. The use of iden-
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tification and disturbances will be introduced in detail III section 4 of the 
paper. 

3. l\!Iodeling and Control 

First step of the control design must be the construction of a nominal model 
of the inverted pendulum. In the stated framework this can be a linear 
state-space model. The starting point of the model construction can be the 
Newtonian laws of mechanics. 

M 

x 

Fig. 3. :Ylodeling the im'erted pendulum 

By applying them on the schematic view of system seen in Fig. 3, we 
obtain the nonlinear equations as follows (see for detailed derivation e.g. 
(OGATA, 1990)): 

(lVJ + lyf)x - mlii sin 9 + mlecos 9 = f, 
mx cose + mle mgsin e. 

After applying sin e ~ e, cos 9 ~ 1 for small angles and iF ~ 0 for the 
uppermost position of the mass m, we obtain linear differential equations, 
which with the Xl = X, X2 = .i, X3 = {}, X4 = J selection of the state
variables can be expressed in the state-space form as follows: 

Xl :C2 • Yl = Xl 

m 1 
X2 = - Mgx3 + ~'vIf , Y2 X3, 

X3 :(;4 , 

X4 
M+m 1 

MI 
gX3 - ;Vll f . 
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The input of the model is force f influencing the cart which must be substi
tuted with the input voltage of the DC servo motor (see Fig. 1). A modified 
form of the equations can be derived by applY'ing the torque/revolution and 
torque/current characteristics of the DC servo motor (see e.g. the prod
uct catalogue of ;vIAXON motors CvlAXO"\, 1992, p. 123)) supposed to be 
linear ones. as well as the mechanical relations bet\veen the rotational and 
linear motion. The modified state-space equations can be seen as follows: 
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\"'here u is the input voltage of the DC servo. F(n, is the armature resistance. 
Km is the torque constant. Ko is the mechanical attenuation of the rotational 
motion, r is the radius of the wheel transforming d:e rotation into linear 
motion. The dynamics of the motor armature. the mechanical uncertainty 
of the coupled mechanical elements. as \\'ell as any friction is neglected III 

this simplified description. 
The system represented by the model as it can easily be shown is 

unstable. hOWeVer. it is controllable. A bit difficu)t~, occurs in the control 
design by the fact that it is not a minimum phase system. 

A nominal controller. which can be seryed as a starting point of apply
ing any iteratiw scheme for model based control, can simply be designed on 
the basis of optimal linear quadratic control. As the state of the SYSTem is 
not fully measured a state observer must be established. The design of an 
optimal linear quadratic controller can be realiZed \\"ith the prOCedures of 
the Control Toolbox of ::vlATL\B. The output of the \L\TLAB procedure 
is the discretized state-space form of the controlier. which can directly be 
loaded into the inwrted pendulum control environment. 

The transfer characteristics of the nominal controller designed on the 
basis of the nominal model can be seen in Fig. 4 (step response of the closed 
loop). An LQ optimal t'j!l state obsen'er has been realized with covari
anee matrices with diagonal elements (0.01. 0.1. O.OS. 0 . .5; for process noise 
and (0.01, 0.01) for measurements noise. respectively. The weighting matrix 
used for LQ feedback gain computation has also been diagonal with elements 
(0.2.5,0.01, 4.0. 0.01) and input \\'eighting has been 0.0003. The design pro
cedure has resulted in quite good closed loop characteristics. sufficiently fast 
settling and small deviations around the desired state. 
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4· Step response characteristics of control 

4. Didactic Examples 

The inyerted pendulum experiment seems la be an excellent means to illus
trate and test principles and methods of the postmodern control theory, and 
can be served as a good basis for the use in teaching. In this section some 
examples will be presented selected from the field of model based control 

to iilustrate the strength of this approach. 
While the inverted pendulum is an unstable system so the identification 

has to be performed in closed loop. namely applying data collected in closed 
loop on the plant while an initialized and known controller operates. The 
closed loop identification can be performed on the one hand in classical \\'ay 
using direct or indirect method (SODERSTRO~l &: STOIC'.. 1989) and on the 
other hand applying modern methods. which take the feedback connection 
among signals into account, e.g. two stage method. coprime factorization 
method or dual Youla parametrization method (V",:-.; DE:\ HOF &: SCHRA:VIA, 
1994). . 

In Fig. ;; the magnitude and phase frequency response of two kinds of 
identified transfer function between the motor input voltage and the cart 
position are demonstrated. Figures 01' the left hand side show the result of 
the direct method, while figures of the right hand side illustrate the result of 
two stage method. The orders of the autoregressive and input operators are 
selected as 4. The solid lines shO\y the plots of the identified modeL 'while 
the dashed lines show the theoretical plots. 

Although this example illustrates an identification of a single-input 
single-output (SISO) system in the laboratory experiments there is the 
possibility to investigate the identification of the multi-input multi-output 
(MIMO) system. 

Based on the identified model a state feedback gain matrix and an 
estimator (or filter) gain matrix are designed, then the combined linear 
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Fig. 6. Magnitude plots of the controller 

quadratic and Gaussian (LQG) controller is formed. On the left hand side of 
Fig. 6 the solid lines represent the magnitude plots of the designed controller 
and the dashed lines show the plots of the optimal controller based on the 
theoretical model. In the laboratorial experiments there is the possibility 
to examine the effect of changing the weighting factors and to compare the 
different designed controller in the sense of performance characteristic of the 
closed loop system. In this example the dimension of the designed controller 
is 12, which can be reduced as follows. 

The well known model reduction methods can be applied for controller 
reduction, e.g. balanced realization or minimal realization, but those meth-
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Fig. 7. Bode plots of the open loop system 

ods can be also used which \"'ere developed for controller reduction purpose, 
e.g. closed loop balanced reduction, coprime factorization reduction, etc., 
(Lw & ANDERSON, 1990). These latter methods perform the dimension 
reduction taking the performance criterion of the closed loop into account. 
In this example the controller reduction has been performed by frequency 
weighted balanced truncation method. The order of the red uced controller 
is 8. The magnitude plots of the reduced controller can be found on the 
right hand side of Fig. 6. 

The magnitude plots of the open loop can be seen in Fig. 7. The solid 
line represents the designed open loop based on the identified modeL while 
the dashed line illustrates the nominal open loop. It can be seen, that the 
designed frequency functions are close to the nominal functions in the 'whole 
frequency domain. 

The following two examples illustrate the behavior of the designed con
troller in the actual loop. The displacement and the angle of the pendulum 
measured in 30 sec time domain can be seen in Fig. 8. In this case addi
tive extra disturbances of displacement and of the angle are not introduced 
to the system. In the last example a reference signal has been introduced 

displacement angle 

~~~~~~~,~ ~~.~~~~~~-
"CI ~ t~ ,~ ;~ ;! }o"' ~o ~ t;:;. I~ ~,.~ ~~ ~.:, 

Fig. 8. Examination of LQG controller 

for the displacement while the angle is disturbed by a random signal. In 
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Fig. 9 it can be seen that the output displacement signal slo\\"ly follows the 
reference signal. Of course. it is possible to investigate other solutions for 
reference signal tracking, e.g. the augmentation of the LQG controller by 
an integrator term or the solution of a proper prefilter design. 

reference displacement 

displacement angle 

Fig. 9. Examinatic·n of refe;-ence signal tracking 

5. Conclusion 

As the didactic examples presented, the im'erted pendulum experiment is 
suitable to use in teaching - beyond the conventional ones - the more con
temporary topics of the control science. e.g. robust and model based control. 
Laboratory experiments are based upon :VIATL\B environment and its tool
boxes, which are 'well known by most of the undergraduate and graduate 
students. The control environment developed by the authors results in a 
compact solution to the whole experiment. including hardware handling, 
real-time control. identification, and design of control algorithms. 
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